
Gender Reveal Party Favours
By @jessdeaconworks

Build these sweet star shaped party favours and �ll with the coloured heart
shaped confetti to reveal the gender of your baby in a fun way.
Both blue and pink hearts are included in this printable, but you can also �ll
with sweets, store bought confetti or another �lling of your choosing!

* Scissors or a craft knife
* Glue (I use UHU all purpose)

* A glue spreader or craft 
   syringe (or a small folded piece

   of paper) to apply the glue.

For this craft 
you’ll need:



1.  Cut out all parts using a craft knife or scissors. For parts 2, you only need to cut out the colour 
     hearts you wish to use. If you would like to �ll the star with a di�erent type of �lling (ie.
     store bought confetti, sweets etc. you can leave out parts 2. 
  

2.  Carefully score along all fold lines lightly with a craft knife or a ballpoint pen that no longer has 
      ink in it. This will make folding easier and more precise. 
  

3.  Using the key to identify the di�erent fold directions, carefully fold all the mountain folds.
     Then fold the valley folds - be careful to only fold along this line, otherwise you will end up 
     with unwanted fold lines on the front of the star shape. 
   

4.  Glue tab A under side A.
   

5.  Glue tab B under side B.
  

6.  Glue tab C under side C.
  

7.  Leave the unlabeled tab unglued for now.
   

8. Once the glue has dried, gently push in the valley fold lines to create the star shape. The star 
    will be �at on one side at the moment (where the unlabeled tab is). This is the open side 
    where the gender reveal confetti will be inserted.
  

9. Take parts 2 (confetti hearts). Fold them over and glue together (white side inside). You only 
     need the colour hearts relevant to the gender you want to reveal. You can also use store 
     bought confetti, sweets or another blue / pink coloured �lling.
  

10. Fill the star shape (part 1) with the heart confetti. 
  

11. Now you can glue the �nal side shut and push in the last valley fold to complete the star
     shape and keep the mystery of the gender hidden until your guests open them. 
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